
Member feedback: Troll Hunter 
 
Forty people voted.  The breakdown and comments are listed below. 
 
‘Excellent’: 14 votes 
 

 It was a bit of Norwegian humour. 
 

 Wonderfully combining tension and tongue -in-cheek humour. A classic. 
 

 Really enjoyed this fun film! 
 

 Very enjoyable - best film so for this season.  
 

 Highly entertaining. Loved the way it unfolded and developed. Characters great, especially 
the Troll Hunter Hans, Troll director Finn and the students with their  shadily  interactions.  
Loved the scenery too and the realistic Norwegian weather to go with - so different from the 
cruise liner pix of sunny fjords.  

 

 More documentaries please - not enlightening. And now I know why there are so many 4 X 
4s in Essex..... 

 

 Great film. 
 

 Great comedy, great scenery. 
 

 Bloody brilliant - very funny - very inventive.  
 
 
‘Very Good’: 11 votes 
  

 A good choice for Halloween, very enjoyable. 
 

 Highly entertaining.  
 

 I haven't laughed so much at a film for ages. It must have been great fun to make.  
 

 Droll Scandinavian humour, very enjoyable. Only criticism is hand held camera a jolting was 
too hard on the eyes at times. 

 

 Fun 
 

 Oh for a few bars from Peer Gynt and the melodic voice of Solvein. 
 

 Great fun. 
 

 Utterly convincing.  
 

 Enjoyable.  
 



 Great fun  A film that could be read in so many ways. I never knew that you could get the 
'wrong sort of bear.' Also now we know why electricity is so expensive as it keeps going 
around in a circles! 

 
 
‘Good’: 10 votes 
 

 A bit off the wall. Didn't enjoy the camera shake. 
 

 Cleverly diverting - I wish I knew more about Trolls. 
 

 Highly enjoyable but a little too drawn out. I bet they all had tremendous fun making it! Who 
says Norwegians don't have a sense of humour. 

 

 Amusing in a strange way. 
 

 Good fun through it was quite slow at times. The 'found footage' cycle of horror films has 
probably run out of steam.  

 

 Watchable and fun - good sense of irony but ultimately a little lightweight.  
 

 For a horror movie it was a great comedy. 
 
 
‘Satisfactory’: 5 votes 
 

 A really silly film - not at all scary! I enjoyed the joke.  
 

 Not my cup of tea. It did make raise the occasional smile, but rather slow.  
 

 Prove the Norwegians DO have a sense of humour - albeit bizarre! 
 

 Can they be serious! 
 

 Lovely scenery and humour - strangely current.  
 

 Rather ridiculous. Quite atmospheric in that horrible weather. 
 


